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visual
 references analysis

recycled plastics
finishing
apart from being aethtetically 
pleasing and interesting, associated
with natural materials like marble,
such looks are strongly associated
with recycling and crafts (opposing 
to solid color plastic products, 
associated with mass production).
This finishing provokes thinking of 
circular economy ideas and 
considered as an extra value.



visual
 references analysis

marble finishing
like in the previous example, used on
non-recycled or non-plastic parts, 
marble finishing reffers to crafts
aethstetics, opposing to mass 
production and embracing uniqueness
and individuality. bright colors in
combination with high contrast 
attract attention and look good on 
extreme sports equipment.

industrial aesthetics
solid black, matt color, sharp edges 
combined with machined surfaces
emphasize on the perfection of design 
and reffer to industrial revolution 
era values. these aethtetics are
especially remarkable considering 
the garage craft background of bmx
companies, most of which have
started out from initiative of
enthusiasts, and often have small or 
medium scale productions. in that
context the meaning of achievement is 
added, from comparision of self-made
goods with professionally
manufactured ones.



visual
 references analysis

fanzines
an important source of a modern diy
culture is the phenomena of fanzines.
hand made and self printed and
binded, they not only allow to share
any information with wider public,
without having to deal with 
censorship, but also embrace the 
power of oneself, popularizing 
crafts and arts. associated with punk
culture, they often use collage
techinics and found material.

garage aesthetics
especially strong on the east of
europe, where historically lots of
factories and equipment was left
unwanted after the fall of soviets, 
later to be picked up by individuals 
and used to achieve high quality and 
productivity at small and medium 
scale self-organized productions.



visual
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tires
Cult x vans

coloboration 
between two 
famous 
companies to 
bring vans 
shoes pattern 
into a new 
context

pegs
plastic

with changable
cartridge to
resist intensive
wear

shoes
vans

classic model
popular among
skateboard and bmx 
riders in black color

pedals
plastic

narrow pedals in 
classic platform 
shape, allowing
good grip and
inexpensive to
be changed when 
worn out

stickers
vans, monster

two companies 
often 
sponsering
extreme 
sports, in
particular
bmx and
skateboard
riders

bike
cult

humble looks 
and colors, yet 
using high
quality parts 
and 
components,
typical for
advanced 
street riders



bicycle map
 application opportunities

toolbox
often placed under 
the saddle on
older bikes, used to 
carry emergency 
tools along

clamps
seatpost clamp etc.
got to be  tested 
for strength first

bell crank
shifter clickbox
components were 
made of plastic on 
some shimano nexus 
3 models

chainguard
designed for the
cranks with bolt-
attached sprocket
can possibly be 
made of plastic

pedals
often made of nylon or 
other plastics not only
on inexpensive 
models but also on 
high-spec bmx bikes

cable guide
attached to the frame 
with bolts, helping to 
carry the shifting and 
braking cables, making 
order and preventing 
damage

valve caps
used to protect 
the valves and
prevent air
leakage from the 
inner tubes, also 
often has
decorative purpose. 
widely made of
plastic

grips
though recycled
plastics are
overall too hard 
for this purpose, 
experiments are
possible

stem
same as seatpost 
clamp, got to be 
strength tested

lamp 
mount
part often made of 
plastic, attached 
to the fork to hold 
the headlight

washers
various kinds of 
washers can be 
made of plastic, 
since often it is 
a good thing for 
them to be soft
and prevent 
surface scratching



product
 porkchop display cups

brief
maker: porkchop bmx

year: 2019

material: nylon

method: lathe cutting

production scale: small

Idea
a niche product for rare bmx 
collectors and shops. designed to be 
put instead of a real headset in order 
not to scratch the paint or damage 
the frame during installation, but at 
same time to allow the fork 
installation.

links & media

porkchop bmx shop

https://porkchopbmx.com/porkchop-bmx-bicycle-plastic-headset-display-cups-1-threaded-32-5mm-i-d-frame-headtube-pair-black/


product
 nyflor headset

brief
maker: campagnolo

year: 1967 - 1968

material: nylon

method: lathe & mill cutting

production scale: large

Idea
a niche product originally intended 
for racing bikes. Made of nylon 
instead of steel or aluminium the
product was meant to reduce the
bicycle weight compromising the
components durability. the use of
nylon bearings is particularly
spectacular.

links & media

classic lightweights

http://www.classiclightweights.co.uk/components/nylfor-headset-components.html


product
 haro sd pedals

brief
maker: haro

year: 2019

material: polycarbonate

method: injection molding

production scale: large

Idea
a higher then average class pedals
intended for mass market to be sold
to more experienced riders. well 
thought ergonomy and good quality
components and materials applied, 
like chromoly axles and industrial 
type sealed bearings.

links & media

haro website

https://harobikes.com/products/sd-plastic-pedals


product
 haro 78 pedals

brief
maker: haro

year: 2019

material: recycled unknown

method: injection molding

production scale: large

Idea
a mass market inexpensive traditional
plastic pedals, made out of recycled 
plastic of unknown kind. official
website does not even mention the
fact plastic is recycled, unlike
dealers and other shops.

links & media

haro website

https://harobikes.com/products/78-plastic-pedals


product
 haro 78 pegs

brief
maker: haro

year: 2019

material: nylon

method: injection molding

production scale: large

Idea
the idea is to cover the traditional
aluminium body of the peg with the
nylon exchangable sleeve, so instead
of wearing the peg surface itself,
the inexpensive replacable sleeve can 
be worn while in contact with harder 
surfaces like brick, concrete, etc.

links & media

haro website
youtube

https://harobikes.com/collections/78-parts/products/78-plastic-peg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8CF9orRRZvY


product
 itera bicycle

brief
maker: volvo/itera

year: 1980 - 1985

material: unknown composite

method: injection molding

production scale: large (30 000)

Idea
the plastic bicycle was designed to 
use the same production methods and 
powers as widely used at that moment 
in automotive industry. The idea of 
making a plastic bicycle seemed
progressive at the time and in 
colaboration with volvo this bike was 
made and mass-produced. however, 
it was not very popular due to poor 
physical properties comparing to 
traditional bikes, and ended up sent 
to carribean, where steel bicycles 
were rusted up too quickly.

links & media

revolvy
wikipedia

road.cc
youtube

https://www.revolvy.com/page/Plastic-bicycle?cr=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plastic_bicycle
https://youtu.be/LVUHJtVqHAo?t=53


product
 muzzi bicyle

brief
maker: muzzi cycles

year: 2015 - 2019

material: recycled PET

method: injection molding

production scale: medium

Idea
juan muzzi came up with the idea to 
use cheap and available recycled pet 
to produce durable and inexpensive 
bicycle frame. at same time as making 
the product inclusive, the designer 
contributes to solving environmental 
problems.
The maker provides 100 years 
warranty for the product.

links & media

muzzi cycles
plastics magazine

youtube

http://www.muzzicycles.com.br/muzzicycles-English/
http://plastics-themag.com/Brazil-Muzzi-Cycles-launches-the-first-recycled-plastic-bicycles
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dbvjHMmtBws


product
 dutchfiets bicycle

brief
maker: dutchfiets

year: 2016 - 2019

material: unknown

method: injection molding

production scale: small

Idea
the goal of a designer was to produce 
recyclable and energy efficient
bicycle. using lots of proprietary and 
self produced parts the bike offers 
belt drive, integrated lights, plastic 
frame and wheels. apart from buy-
ing one for relatively high price of 
around 1000 euro, the company also 
offers sharing strategy. according to 
circular principles the bike is
designed to be easily maintained and 
100 euro deposit is returned after 
bike lifecycle is over in order to
ensure further recycling.

links & media

dutchfiets website
techacute

youtube

https://www.dutchfiets.nl/
https://techacute.com/dutchfiets-creates-bicycles-from-recycled-plastic/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kkkihcdnqns


product
 better to transport

brief
maker: thomas hoogewerf

year: 2018

material: mixed recycled plastic

method: heatpressing

production scale: prototype

Idea
while being on his internship in mexico 
city, thomas came up with the idea to 
introduce cycling to the city
infrastructure as the mean to solve 
some of its problems. The bike is made 
with simple tools entirely out of 
material that can be found wasted.
The project is open-source, but the
server is currently unavailable.
The project is done in collaboration 
with precious plastic.

links & media

dezeen
EDA

https://www.dezeen.com/2018/12/27/thomas-hoogewerf-better-to-transport-tricycle-mexico-city-design/
https://www.designacademy.nl/events/graduation-18/project?ProjectId=2047


product
 cyclo helmet

brief
maker: cyclo technology

year: 2019 - 2020

material: recycled ocean HDPE

method: injection molding

production scale: small (startup)

Idea
designed by former employees of ason 
martin and boeing according to 
bio-mimicry principles this helmet
provides advance protection with
compact foldable design. Made of 
recycled HDPE and thought-through
from the point of view of ergonomy,
the project that is now at the stage 
of cowdfunding. it aims to reach
public widely and to boost safety
among the cyclists.

links & media

indiegogo

https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/cyclo-packable-helmet-made-with-recycled-plastic#/


product
 plastic road

brief
maker: plasticroad

year: 2018

material: recycled pP

method: unknown

production scale: small

Idea
the company offers modular hollow 
blocks to build up roads and bikepads 
with. Apart from environmental
benefits the company also claims 
product to be more durable then 
traditional roads, faster and easi-
er to install, and allowing for extra 
functionality, such as internal
communication routs and water
storage capacity in case of floods
(particularly actual for 
netherlands)

links & media

plasticroad website

https://www.plasticroad.eu/en/


product
 bottle-cutter

brief
maker: maxim yegorov

year: 2013

material: steel

method: crafting

production scale: diy project

Idea
this project starded with a diy 
enthusiast maxim yegorov coming 
across a similar device made by
another person online. He have built 
one for himself and then imroved it 
and released a video teaching people 
how to make one for themselves.
done from easily sourcable materials 
this device allows to downcycle pet 
bottles at home into a ribbon of
variable thickness. This ribbon can 
later be used in many different ways 
thanks to its strength and thermal 
shrinking qualities.

links & media

youtube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hQeeJEpBYsg


product
 esferica sunglasses

brief
maker: esferica

year: 2019

material: recycled pp

method: injection molding

production scale: small

Idea
a product from a studio esferica in
barcelona, that is being a part of
precious plastic project, is rendering
a good example of a fine quality
finished product made with recycled 
plastic (polyprophylene) using simple
machines. the studio brings together 
education with a platform for local 
makers to experiment and 
learn about precious plastic initiative.

links & media

precious plastic
esferica website

https://bazar.preciousplastic.com/en/listings/649947-sunglasses
http://www.esferica.org/en/


product
 basket

brief
maker: muuto

year: 2019

material: recycled pet fibers

method: condensing

production scale: medium

Idea
mika tolvanen, the designer who have
created this piece, came up with an 
idea to process recycled PET fibers in 
a similar way we process natural felt,
so in the result he got naturally and 
softly looking object that is at same 
time environmentally friendly and 
benefitial.

links & media

muuto website

https://muuto.com/restore-dusty-green


product
 gomi speaker

brief
maker: gomi design

year: 2019

material: recycled LDPE

method: heatpressing

production scale: small

Idea
the startup wanted to contribute 
to recycling of plastics, considered 
non-recyclable, such as LDPE plastic 
bags, popularizing that idea. apart
from being pleasing aesthetically, 
company claims their speakers to be
well engineered to provide good 
sound.

links & media

gomi design
dezeen

https://www.gomi.design/
https://www.dezeen.com/2019/02/24/gomi-speaker-plastic-waste-design/

